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OBJECTIVE

 Societal influence have been identified as animportant motivator for alcohol abuse in youngstersin previous researches.
 Due to cultural differences this acts as a negativemotivator in Tamil Nadu.
 This paper tries to prove that societal influence actsas an negative influence for youngsters in TamilNadu.
 This paper also suggests ways for government tocurb alcohol abuse based on this study.

INTRODUCTION

LITERATURE REVIEW

HYPOTHESIS

CONCEPTUAL MODEL ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

LIMITATIONS

 Alcohol and substance abuse by youngsters areimportant factors that the world governments andsocieties are very concerned about.
 In order to prevent the abuse, motivations foralcohol use has to be identified.
 While a four factor model has been developedpreviously, it does not concern with Tamil Naducultural difference.
 Here societal pressure acts as a negative motivatorfor alcohol use.
 So the four factors will decide the positive andnegative impact on the alcohol use amongyoungsters.

 Will the factors social, coping, conformity andenhancement affect the frequency of alcohol use.
 How will the factors social, coping, conformity andenhancement affect the frequency of alcohol use.

RESEARCH QUESTION

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

 The study is dominated by male gender.
 This doesn’t completely cover the cultural data ofIndia.
 This cultural variable is more known and influentialamong Southern India than Northern India.

 H1: Enhancement has a significantly positiveinfluence on frequency of alcohol use amongyoungsters.
 H2: Coping has a significantly positive influence onfrequency of alcohol use among youngsters.
 H3: Conformity has a significantly positive influenceon frequency of alcohol use among youngsters.
 H4: Social values has a significantly negativeinfluence on frequency of alcohol use amongyoungsters.

DMQ-R Model

• Cooper (1990)
• Cox and Klinger (1988,1990)

Motivations to 
control drinking

• Michael Trimmel & Eva Kopke(1999)

CULTURAL 
VARIABLES

• Sivakumar, N., & Sathyanarayanan, S. (2007)• Sankararaman, G., Murugesan, P., & Thomas, T. C. (2009)

 Focus Group to identify and verify the factors.

CONCLUSION

 Analysis shows that enhancement has the highest valueof a significantly positive influence on alcohol useamong youngsters in Tamil Nadu.
 Analysis shows that social has the highest value of asignificantly negative influence on alcohol use amongyoungsters in Tamil Nadu.
 This also shows that coping and conformity has a notso significant influence on the desired populace.

Participant 1
• “It’s just that this has become a fun seeking activityfor me. Drinking with my friends provide much morefun than a simple cinema or studying. When we (meand my friends) want to take a-break alcoholbecomes a simple solution for me.”

Participant 2
• “I can’t exactly say I use alcohol to hide my worries.While some use alcohol to celebrate successes, I usewhen I am depressed or worried because I don’twant to intrude on others. In such situations, I don’texpect company. I am alone in such type ofsituations, though these kinds of situations are veryrare.”

Participant 3
• “When I started, it was because of the thrill it gaveme and made me feel like a big shot. But I had tocontinue even when having second thoughts becauseI might not be approved or be left out otheractivities.”

Participant 4
• “This is kind of an easy decision to make. Whenpeople gather together it is the prominententertainment factor. It is cheaper than most otherentertainment factors, takes less time to indulge, andgenerally acceptable among group of friends.”

 Online questionnaire to measure the factors.
 130 responses were collected for the floatedquestionnaire
 The respondents were restricted to the age groupof 16-29.
 Order logistic regression was performed to arriveat a consensus.

 Enhancement has a positively significant value of3.28 on frequency of alcohol consumption, whichmeans that enhancement is the factor thatinfluences the high frequency users the most.
 Social values has a negatively significant value of -2.16 on frequency of alcohol consumption, whichmeans that societal influences are the values thatdiscourages the most among heavy alcohol users.

Frequency of 
Consumption

Odds Ratio Z Value P > Z

Age 6.013 4.98 0.00

Enhancement 1.239 3.28 0.001

Coping 1.077 1.39 0.165

Conformity 0.998 -0.02 0.986

Social 0.876 -2.16 0.031
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